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The Questions 

•When can a quantum state, pure or mixed, be said to be 
classical?  

•What properties of dynamics produce and preserve 
classicality for long times, and how is this related to the 
production of records?  

•How is classicality connected with self-organization and 
computational complexity, and in particular to the emergence 
of the kind of observers relevant to anthropic reasoning in 
cosmology? 



Are there 
Classical States?



A quantum system behaves classically when,  
in a set of suitably 

coarse-grained histories,
the probability is high for histories

exhibiting correlations in time
governed by 

deterministic dynamical laws.



The Orbit of the Earth around the Sun



Classical States?

Probabilities for histories of a system depend on:

•  The system’s quantum state and dynamics. 

•  The coarse graining that defines the  
histories. 

There are only classical 
states relative to a 

specified coarse graining. 



The Universe
Has a Classical 
Quantum State



The Quasiclassical Realm 
- A feature of our Universe

• From the Planck era 
forward.

• Everywhere in the 
visible universe.

• Lab scales to 
cosmological. 

The wide range  of 
time, place and scale 
on which the laws of 
classical physics hold 

to an excellent 
approximation.



WKB States are Classical

• When S(q0) varies rapidly and A(q0) varies 
slowly, high probabilities are predicted for 
classical correlations in time of suitably coarse 
grained histories.

•  For each q0 there is a classical history with 
momentum:

Semiclassical form:

!(q0) = A(q0)e
iS(q0)/h̄

p0 = !S(q0)

p(class.hist.) = |A(q0)|
2and probability:
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The No-Boundary
Quantum State 
of the Universe

Stephen Hawking

Evaluated in the saddle point approximation this is a 
WKB state that predicts the probabilities of an 

ensemble of classical spacetimes. 



Decoherent Histories 
Quantum Theory 



Decoherent Histories 
Quantum Mechanics (DH)

Decoherent Histories QM     Consistent Histories QM�



Theoretical 
Inputs

|��
H Text



The most general objective of any quantum theory are 
the probabilities for the members of sets of coarse-
grained alternative histories of the closed system. 



Interference an Obstacle to Assigning 
Probabilities to Histories 
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|!U(y) + !L(y)|2 != |!U(y)|2 + |!L(y)|2

1

It is inconsistent to assign probabilities to 
this set of histories. 

p(y) = pU (y) + pL(y)



Environments can cause Decoherence 

It is consistent to assign probabilities to 
this set of histories because they decohere.

p(y) = pU (y) + pL(y)



 Which Sets of 
Histories 

Can be Assigned 
Probabilities? 2^

U

L

y

y

NRQM:  Assign probabilities only to sets of  histories 
that have been measured.
DH:  Assign probabilities to sets of histories that 
decohere, ie. for which there is negligible interference 
between members of the set as a consequence of H 
and Ψ.

Decoherence implies Consistent Probabilities.



• Sets of histories are specified by a sequence of sets of 
alternatives at a series of times                                        

Histories

� = (�1, �2, · · · �n)
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(tn)}

t1, t2, · · · tn

c�•An individual history     is a 
particular set of alternatives: 

represented by the corresponding 
chain of projections: 



Decoherent Histories QM
• Input:  Dynamics S,  Initial state

• Sets of Fine Grained Histories:  all Feynman paths for 
particles, all 4-d field configurations for fields.

• Sets of Coarse Grained Histories: partitions of a fine 
grained set into classes      which are the coarse-
grained histories represented by operators:

• Decoherence functional measuring interference 
between coarse-grained histories:

• Probabilities       are predicted for sets that decohere: 

|!!

D(!!, !) ! "!
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!p(!)

D(!!, !) ! Tr(C†
!

!"C!)
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exp(iS[hist])
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Automatic Consequences of 
Decoherence

•Environments:  The P’s specify what the coarse graining 
follows, the rest is the environment.  The system 
environment split of the Hilbert space can be 
constructed from the P’s (Brun, a.o.)

•Records:  Medium decoherence implies records.                       

h ↵| �i ⇡ �↵� | ↵i ⌘ C↵| i
{R↵}

R↵| i = C↵| i

Then there exist a set of records         at one time such 
that such that.

Then there exist a set of records         at one time such that                              where                           such that.

All decoherent sets are recorded not just classical ones.



Probabilities  for Classical Eqns
 in Oscillator Models  

 The probabilities for histories are approximately: 

where              is the Wigner distribution of                  
                                    is the classical equation of 
motion.  The probabilities are highest when the classical 
equations of motion E=0 are satisfied. 

That is a prediction of classical correlations in time.

E(x(t)) ! ẍ " !2x + 2"ẋ

w(x0, p0) !̄(x!

0, x0)

The width of the dist. represents thermal and quantum 
noise causing deviations from classical predictability.

p(!) =
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%
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Gell-Mann,  
a.o. ’93



Decoherence, Noise, and Inertia

p(!) =

!

!

"x (· · · ) exp
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dt
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)E(x(t))2
%
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Stronger coupling γ and higher temperature TB  mean faster
decoherence and probably more records but also increased 

noise and less predictability.

Increased inertia M ensures classical predictability. 

Classical predictability occurs for variables
that have the inertia to persist in the face 

of the noise that typical mechanisms
 of decoherence produce.



Alternatives to DH are of great 
interest, if only to guide experiment. 

Where’s the 
beef?



Back to the 
Quasiclassical Realm 



Quasiclassical Variables
Averages over small volumes of 
approximately conserved quantities 
like energy, momentum and conserved 
numbers.  Approximate conservation 
leads to .....

y=6

7

face of the noise that accompanies typical mechanisms of
decoherence. Approximate conservation allows the local
equilibrium that leads to closed sets of classical equations
of motion summarizing that predictability. This local
equilibrium is the basis for the definition of an entropy
implementing the second law of thermodynamics.

More specifically, in this paper, by a quasiclassical
realm we mean an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive
coarse-grained alternative histories that obey medium de-
coherence with the following additional properties: The
histories consist largely of related but branch-dependent
projections onto ranges of quasiclassical variables at a
succession of times. Each history with a non-negligible
probability constitutes a narrative, with individual histo-
ries exhibiting patterns of correlation implied by closed
sets of e!ective equations of motion interrupted by fre-
quent small fluctuations and occasional major branchings
(as in measurement situations). By a family of quasiclas-
sical realms we mean a set of compatible ones that are
all coarse grainings of a common one. Useful families
span an enormous range of coarse graining. Quasiclassi-
cal realms describing everyday experience, for instance,
may be so highly coarse-grained as to refer merely to
the features of a local environment deemed worthy of an
IGUS’s attention. At the other end of the range are the
quasiclassical realms that are as fine-grained as possible
given decoherence and quasiclassicality. Those realms ex-
tend over the wide range of time, place, scale and epoch
mentioned above. These coarse grainings defining the
maximally refined quasiclassical realms are not a mat-
ter of our choice. Rather, those maximal realms are a
feature of our universe that we exploit — a feature that
is emergent from the initial quantum state, the Hamil-
tonian, and the extremely long sequence of outcomes of
chance events10.

A. Quasiclassical Variables

To build a simple model with a coarse graining that
defines a quasiclassical realm, we begin with a large box
containing local quantum fields. The interactions of these

10 In previous work we have taken the term ‘quasiclassical realm’
to be defined in some respects more generally and in other re-
spects more restrictively than we have here [2]. To investigate
information-theoretic measures for quasiclassicality, we left open
the possibility that there might be realms exhibiting determin-
istic correlations in time defined by variables di!erent from the
quasiclassical variables. The ‘quasiclassical realms’ of this pa-
per were called ‘usual quasiclassical realms’. We also required
that every quasiclassical realm be maximal in the sense discussed
above so that it was an emergent feature of the universe and not
our choice. For the limited objectives of this paper it seems
best to employ the simpler terminology that we have used here
rather than seek exact consistency. We leave open whether there
are incompatible maximal realms that also exhibit high levels of
predictability and utility.

fields are assumed to be local and, for simplicity, to re-
sult in short-range forces on bulk matter. Spacetime is
assumed to be nearly flat inside the box so that large
fluctuations in the geometry of spacetime are neglected.
This is a reasonably general model for much of physics
in the late universe.

Space inside the box is divided into equal volumes of
size V labeled by a discrete index !y. (The branch depen-
dence of volumes described in Section II is thus ignored.)
The linear dimensions of the volumes are assumed to be
large compared to the ranges of the forces. Quasiclassical
variables are constructed as averages over these volumes
of conserved or approximately conserved extensive quan-
tities. These will include energy and linear momentum
since spacetime is treated as flat. There might be many
conserved or approximately conserved species of parti-
cles. To keep the notation manageable we consider just
one.

To be explicit, let T !"(!x, t) be the stress-energy-
momentum operator for the quantum fields in the Heisen-
berg picture. The energy density "(!x, t) and momentum
density #i(x, t) are T tt(!x, t) and T ti(!x, t) respectively.
Let $(!x, t) denote the number density of the conserved
or nearly conserved species. Then we define

"V (!y, t) !
1

V

!

#y
d3x "(!x, t) (5.1a)

!#V (!y, t) !
1

V

!

#y
d3x!#(!x, t) (5.1b)

$V (!y, t) !
1

V

!

#y
d3x $(!x, t) (5.1c)

where in each case the integral is over the volume labeled
by !y. These are the quasiclassical variables for our model.
We note that the densities in (5.1) are the variables for
a classical hydrodynamic description of this system —
for example, the variables of the Navier-Stokes equation.
In more general situations, these might be augmented by
further densities of conserved or nearly conserved species,
field averages, and other variables, but we will restrict our
attention to just these.

A set of alternative coarse-grained histories can be con-
structed by giving ranges of these quasiclassical variables
at a sequence of times. We will call these a set of quasi-
classical histories. To be a quasiclassical realm, such a set
must decohere and the probabilities must be high for the
correlations in time specified by a closed set of determin-
istic equations of motion. In Section C we will review the
construction of these sets of histories, their decoherence,
and their probabilities, referring to the work of Halliwell
[23–25]. But here we anticipate the qualitative reasons
for these results.

Typical realistic mechanisms of decoherence involve
the dissipation of phases (between the branch state vec-
tors) into variables that are not followed by the coarse
graining. That is the case, for instance, with the many
models in which the position of one particle is followed
while it is coupled to a bath of others whose positions are

•Predictability -- persistence in the 
presence of the noise that typical 
mechanisms of decoherence produce.

•Local Equilibrium --- on time scales much shorter than 
the whole system relaxes. This leads to                            
closed sets of equations of motion, e.g Navier-Stokes 
(Halliwell, ao.)



Maximality
•The histories of the 
quasiclassical realm should be 
maximally refined --- as fine 
grained as possible consistent 
with decoherence and 
predictability.

•That way the quasiclassical realm 
is a feature of the universe and 
not a matter of our choice as 
human IGUSes.  



Origin of the Quasiclassical Realm

• Classical spacetime emerges from the quantum 
gravitational fog at the beginning.

• Local Lorentz symmetries imply conservation laws. 

• Sets of histories defined by averages of densities of 
conserved quantities over suitably small volumes 
decohere.

• Approximate conservation implies these 
quasiclassical variables are predictable despite the 
noise from decoherence. 

• Local equilibrium implies closed sets of equations of  
motion governing classical correlations in time. 



Our Quasiclassical Realm
•Classical Variables (eg energy/vol. ):
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face of the noise that accompanies typical mechanisms of
decoherence. Approximate conservation allows the local
equilibrium that leads to closed sets of classical equations
of motion summarizing that predictability. This local
equilibrium is the basis for the definition of an entropy
implementing the second law of thermodynamics.

More specifically, in this paper, by a quasiclassical
realm we mean an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive
coarse-grained alternative histories that obey medium de-
coherence with the following additional properties: The
histories consist largely of related but branch-dependent
projections onto ranges of quasiclassical variables at a
succession of times. Each history with a non-negligible
probability constitutes a narrative, with individual histo-
ries exhibiting patterns of correlation implied by closed
sets of e!ective equations of motion interrupted by fre-
quent small fluctuations and occasional major branchings
(as in measurement situations). By a family of quasiclas-
sical realms we mean a set of compatible ones that are
all coarse grainings of a common one. Useful families
span an enormous range of coarse graining. Quasiclassi-
cal realms describing everyday experience, for instance,
may be so highly coarse-grained as to refer merely to
the features of a local environment deemed worthy of an
IGUS’s attention. At the other end of the range are the
quasiclassical realms that are as fine-grained as possible
given decoherence and quasiclassicality. Those realms ex-
tend over the wide range of time, place, scale and epoch
mentioned above. These coarse grainings defining the
maximally refined quasiclassical realms are not a mat-
ter of our choice. Rather, those maximal realms are a
feature of our universe that we exploit — a feature that
is emergent from the initial quantum state, the Hamil-
tonian, and the extremely long sequence of outcomes of
chance events10.

A. Quasiclassical Variables

To build a simple model with a coarse graining that
defines a quasiclassical realm, we begin with a large box
containing local quantum fields. The interactions of these

10 In previous work we have taken the term ‘quasiclassical realm’
to be defined in some respects more generally and in other re-
spects more restrictively than we have here [2]. To investigate
information-theoretic measures for quasiclassicality, we left open
the possibility that there might be realms exhibiting determin-
istic correlations in time defined by variables di!erent from the
quasiclassical variables. The ‘quasiclassical realms’ of this pa-
per were called ‘usual quasiclassical realms’. We also required
that every quasiclassical realm be maximal in the sense discussed
above so that it was an emergent feature of the universe and not
our choice. For the limited objectives of this paper it seems
best to employ the simpler terminology that we have used here
rather than seek exact consistency. We leave open whether there
are incompatible maximal realms that also exhibit high levels of
predictability and utility.

fields are assumed to be local and, for simplicity, to re-
sult in short-range forces on bulk matter. Spacetime is
assumed to be nearly flat inside the box so that large
fluctuations in the geometry of spacetime are neglected.
This is a reasonably general model for much of physics
in the late universe.

Space inside the box is divided into equal volumes of
size V labeled by a discrete index !y. (The branch depen-
dence of volumes described in Section II is thus ignored.)
The linear dimensions of the volumes are assumed to be
large compared to the ranges of the forces. Quasiclassical
variables are constructed as averages over these volumes
of conserved or approximately conserved extensive quan-
tities. These will include energy and linear momentum
since spacetime is treated as flat. There might be many
conserved or approximately conserved species of parti-
cles. To keep the notation manageable we consider just
one.

To be explicit, let T !"(!x, t) be the stress-energy-
momentum operator for the quantum fields in the Heisen-
berg picture. The energy density "(!x, t) and momentum
density #i(x, t) are T tt(!x, t) and T ti(!x, t) respectively.
Let $(!x, t) denote the number density of the conserved
or nearly conserved species. Then we define
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where in each case the integral is over the volume labeled
by !y. These are the quasiclassical variables for our model.
We note that the densities in (5.1) are the variables for
a classical hydrodynamic description of this system —
for example, the variables of the Navier-Stokes equation.
In more general situations, these might be augmented by
further densities of conserved or nearly conserved species,
field averages, and other variables, but we will restrict our
attention to just these.

A set of alternative coarse-grained histories can be con-
structed by giving ranges of these quasiclassical variables
at a sequence of times. We will call these a set of quasi-
classical histories. To be a quasiclassical realm, such a set
must decohere and the probabilities must be high for the
correlations in time specified by a closed set of determin-
istic equations of motion. In Section C we will review the
construction of these sets of histories, their decoherence,
and their probabilities, referring to the work of Halliwell
[23, 24, 25]. But here we anticipate the qualitative rea-
sons for these results.

Typical realistic mechanisms of decoherence involve
the dissipation of phases (between the branch state vec-
tors) into variables that are not followed by the coarse
graining. That is the case, for instance, with the many
models in which the position of one particle is followed
while it is coupled to a bath of others whose positions are

same for momentum           and number          .!"(!y, t) !("y, t)

•Regular:

•But also some complexity on local scales. 

•Simple: Coarse graining specified by only few parameters 
(e.g. volumes) and times. 

•In time:  high probability for correlations in 
time specified by deterministic equations.

•In space: high probability for homogeneity 
and isotropy on scales > 100 Mpc. 



IGUSes

• Easily predictable regularities 
to exploit.

• Some complexity to make 
being an IGUS worthwhile. 

• Get food -- yes,  Be food -- no                       
Make more -- yes,  Tolerate 
more -- no. 

To operate successfully an 
IGUS needs (among other 

things):

Its not surprising to find 
IGUSes in realms of 

high predictability and 
mild complexity like our 

quasiclassical one.  



•The early universe is simple -- 
homogeneous, isotropic, matter 
nearly in thermal equilibrium...

•The middle universe is complex-- 
varied inhomogeneous structures 
(galaxies, stars, planets, biota, ....

•The late universe will be simple -- 
no protons, no stars, no black holes, 
no light....

Simplicity, Complexity, Simplicity

Life requires some complexity, so 
there is a limited time for life. 



Is the quasiclassical realm 
the unique realm 

with these levels of 
predictability and 

simplicity?

To answer we need a 
measure of classicality 

defined on realms. 



Measures of Classicality 



Entropy of Histories
Consider (classically) a set of fine grained histories 
with probabilities          . The fine-grained entropy is{pr}

picture elaborated with increasing precision by the pioneers of this subject (e.g. [20], [21],

[9], [10]). However, this model is too restrictive for realistic application. First, it is highly

idealized, as we have pointed out in several places in the discussion. More importantly,

the realistic hydrodynamic variables that characterize the coarse grainings of the usual

quasiclassical realm do not correspond to a distinction between system coördinates and

environmental coördinates. The general notion of strong decoherence described in Section

III is an idealization that captures the physical ideas without such strong and unrealistic

assumptions as are made in this model. In the next Section we shall discuss the role that

strong decoherence can play in defining classicality.

V. CLASSICALITY

Quantum mechanics, along with the correct theory of the elementary particles (repre-

sented by the Hamiltonian H) and the correct initial condition in the universe (represented

by the state vector |!!), presumably exhibits a great many essentially di"erent strongly

decohering realms, but only some of those are quasiclassical. For the quasiclassical realms

to be viewed as an emergent feature of H , |!!, and quantum mechanics, a good technical

definition of classicality is required. (One can then go on to investigate whether the the-

ory exhibits many essentially inequivalent quasiclassical realms or whether the usual one is

nearly unique.)

In earlier papers, [1, 2, 4] we have made a number of suggestions about the definition of

classicality and it is appropriate to continue that discussion here. It is clear that from those

earlier discussions that classicality must be related in some way to a kind of entropy for

alternative coarse-grained histories. We must therefore begin with an abstract characteri-

zation of entropy and then investigate the application to histories. An entropy S is always

associated with a coarse graining, since a perfectly fine-grained version of entropy in sta-

tistical mechanics would be conserved instead of tending to increase with time. Classically,

if all fine-grained alternatives are designated by {r}, with probabilities pr summing to one,

that fine-grained version of entropy would be

Sf!g = "
!

r

pr log pr , (5.1)

where log means log2 and where, for convenience, we have put Boltzmann’s constant k times

24

Coarse graining: group the fine-grained histories into 
classes         with      histories in        and c↵ N↵ c↵

Coarse grained entropy is defined with probabilities 
which are the average of the fine grained probabilities 
over each class 

Of course we have
!

!

N! = N,
!

!

p! = 1 . (5.10)

The coarse-grained probabilities p̃r in this example are the class averages

p̃r = p!/N! , r ! ! , (5.11)

and they clearly have the properties (V). The entropy comes out

S = "
!

!

p! log p! +
!

!

p! log N! , (5.12)

where the second term contains the familiar logarithm of the number of fine-grained alter-

natives (or microstates) in a coarse-grained alternative (or macrostate), averaged over all

the coarse-grained alternatives.

Besides entropy, it is useful to introduce the concept of algorithmic information content

(AIC) as defined some thirty years ago by Kolmogorov, Chaitin, and Solomono! (all working

independently).[? ] For a string of bits s and a particular universal computer U , the AIC of

the string, written KU(s), is the length of the shortest program that will cause U to print

out the string and then halt. The string can be used as the description of some entity e,

down to a given level of detail, in a given language, assuming a given amount of knowledge

and understanding of the world, encoded in a given way into bits [25]. The AIC of the string

can then be regarded as KU(e), the AIC of the entity so described.

We now discuss a way of approaching classicality that utilizes AIC as well as entropy.

Some authors have tried to identify AIC in a straightforward way with complexity, and in

fact AIC is often called algorithmic complexity. However, AIC is greatest for a “random”

string of bits with no regularity and that hardly corresponds to what is usually meant

by complexity in ordinary parlance or in scientific discourse. To illustrate the connections

among AIC, entropy or information, and an e!ective notion of complexity, take the ensemble

"E consisting of a set of fine-grained alternatives {r} together with their coarse-grained

probabilities "pr. We can then consider both KU( "E), the AIC of the ensemble, and KU(r| "E),

which is the AIC of a particular alternative r given the ensemble. For the latter we have

the well known inequality (see, for example [26]):

!

r

"prKU(r| "E) # "
!

r

"pr log "pr = S . (5.13)
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the well known inequality (see, for example [26]):
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loge2 equal to unity. A true, coarse-grained entropy has the form

S ! "
!

r

p̃r log p̃r , (5.2)

where the probabilities p̃r are coarse-grained averages of the {pr}. A coarse graining pr # p̃r

must have certain properties (see [22, 23] for more details):

1) the {p̃r} are probabilities , (5.3)

2) ˜̃pr = p̃r , (5.4)

3) "
!

r

pr log p̃r = "
!

r

p̃r log p̃r . (5.5)

These properties are not surprising for an averaging procedure. The significance of the last

one is easily seen if we make use of the well known fact that for any two sets of probabilities

{pr} and {p!r} we have

"
!

r

pr log pr $ "
!

r

pr log p!r . (5.6)

Putting p!r = p̃r for each r and using (5.1), (5.2), (V), and (5.6), we obtain

Sf"g = "
!

r

pr log pr $ "
!

r

pr log p̃r = "
!

r

p̃r log p̃r = S , (5.7)

so that Sf"g provides a lower bound for the entropy S. If the initial condition and the coarse

graining are related in such away that S is initially near its lower bound, then it will tend

to increase for a period of time. That is the way the second law of thermodynamics comes

to hold.

In order to know what nearness to the lower bound means, we should examine the up-

per bound on S. That upper bound is achieved when all fine-grained alternatives have

equal coarse-grained probabilities p̃r, corresponding in statistical mechanics to something

like “equilibrium” or infinite temperature. Each p̃r is then equal to N"1, where N (assumed
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p! !
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like “equilibrium” or infinite temperature. Each p̃r is then equal to N"1, where N (assumed

finite) is the number of fine-grained alternatives, and the maximum entropy is thus
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Complexity K 

A compressed length of the description of the 
ensemble of coarse grained histories that have 
certain important features like narratives, 
records , .......



A Schema for a 
Measure of Classicality?

� ⌘ S + K

� = ��↵ p↵ log p↵ + �↵ p↵ log N↵ + K

•Lowering the first term favors predictability --- 
probabilities near 0 or 1. 

•Lowering the second term favors maximality.

•Lowering the third term favors simple coarse-
grainings in which the projections are defined by a 
few parameters and related in time and space. 



Automatic Consequences of 
Decoherence (cont’d)

Then there exist a set of records         at one time such that                              where                           such that.

Anthropic Selection is automatic in quantum 
cosmology for probabilities of observations. 
We won’t observe what is where we cannot exist. 

p(O|D) / p(D|O)p(O)

O     = observation

D = data describing the 
observational situation, 
including us! 



Fullness
If the Hilbert space has a finite dimension N (or is 
effectively finite dimensional)  then no decoherent set 
can have more than N branches (Diosi, Riedel, ao). This 
might limit how far a given set can be extended into the 
future.  Mutual incompatibility in time?

Mitigations:

•Classicality:  Quasiclassical sets branch only rarely.

•Adapative Branch Dependent Coarse Grainings:  
Alternatives at a given time  are adapted to follow 
branches of interest from an earlier time in a rule 
based way. (e.g. coarse grain over low probability 
branches). 

•Cosmology



The Answers I
Q. When can a quantum state, pure or mixed, be 
said to be classical?  
A.  When it predicts high probabilities for suitably 
coarse grained histories exhibiting correlations in 
time governed by deterministic classical laws. 

Q. What properties of dynamics produce and 
preserve classicality for long times?

A.  Approximately conserved variables  that persist 
(and are predictable) in the face of the noise that 
typical mechanisms of decoherence produce, and 
allow for something like local equilibrium. 



The Answers II

A.  Medium decoherent sets always have records, but 
not necessarily in accessible variables. Strongly 
decoherent sets have records in the environment.  

A. Complexity (not necessarily computational 
complexity) may be part of an abstract 
characterization of classicality. 

Q. How is this related to the production of records?  

Q. How is classicality connected  to 
computational complexity?



The Answers III

A.  Nothing.  Anthropic selection is automatic for 
probabilities for our observations.  We won’t observe 
what is where we cannot exist. 

Q. What is necessary to enable anthropic 
reasoning in quantum cosmology?   


